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Project title: Sport of Sailing
On Wikipedia, article is under Sailing (sport)
For my website, I would like to build one long page where the user scrolls through multiple
different section on the page. At the top of my page, I want a short 3-4 image slideshow that
automatically cycles through images. At the same time, I will build a fixed navigation bar that
the user so that the user will be able to click different sections to jump down to the
corresponding section in the page. The navigation bar will stay at the top of the page the whole
time. The page should never reload when something is clicked.
•

Images & General Overview: This is the top of my page, where I will show some
aesthetic images of competitive sailing, and also give a brief overview of the sport to
draw the reader in and set the stage for the rest of the article.

•

Racing Boats: Here, I will talk about the different types of racing boats, and some short
summaries/pros-cons of each. I may also include some small images, probably floated
left or right.

•

Regattas: A regatta is a physical sailing competition. This is where I will explain what a
regatta is, and the process of a regatta.
o Types of competitions: subset of regattas since this is important for what type of
event it actually is. Fleet race vs team race vs match race.
o Courses: Here, I will talk about different courses. These courses vary for fleet
racing, team racing, and match racing.
▪ It will also be helpful to include some images of the different courses.

•

Conclusion: I will insert a racing image and potentially overlay a motivational quote

•

Sources: this page will just list sources, including the Wikipedia page, as well as other
sources for photography, and any other credits that need to be provided.

